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Master thesis practicalities

• Choice of language?

– Thesis as starting point for a scientific paper?

• UiO thesis template available

– Thesis will be archived online afterwards

• Delivery guidelines and dates given by ITS adminstration
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https://www.ub.uio.no/english/writing-publishing/masters-theses/templates/
https://www.ub.uio.no/english/writing-publishing/masters-theses/index.html


What are the learning outcomes from

• Master?
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What are the learning outcomes from

• Bachelor?

• Master?

• PhD?
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What are the learning outcomes from

• Bachelor?

Learn different research tools through attending courses

• Master?

Learn academic research methods

• PhD?

Produce and document novel research results
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What is the purpose of the thesis?
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What is the purpose of the thesis?

• Your thesis is your delivery!

… what you do else is just to back up your thesis
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What is the purpose of the thesis?

• Your thesis is your delivery!

… what you do else is just to back up your thesis

• Because of the sensor/reviewer!
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What is a thesis?

• Your chance to frame your work in an academic context

– Show that you know the field of research

– Show that you master relevant research methods and tools

– Show that you are analytic, reflecting on results, good or bad, 

and use this process to guide the outline of your thesis

• Goal: analyse and motivate choices made in the thesis
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Thesis content (~80 pages)

• Title

• Abstract (half page)

• 1 Introduction (3-5 pages)

• 2 Background (~15%)

• 3 Method and implementation (~10-20 pages)

• 4 Experiments and results (~25-40 pages)

• 5 Discussion (~5-10 pages)

• 6 Conclusion and future work (~1-2 pages)

• References (25+ papers) 
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Title

A catchy phrase that fits the content

• A framework for…

• Exploring…

• Analysing…

• Improving…

• Optimizing…
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Abstract

A very short and extremely well phrased resyme of the thesis

• What is the research theme? 

• What have you done?

• What are your main results?

Often made at the end of the thesis…
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Introduction

• What is your research theme? And why is this relevant?

• What have other researchers have done in the field? Use

references to build a story and explain how they relate

• What is it that you do in relation to others? What is your

contribution, what is different and new in your approch?

• Formulate 2-3 research goals/questions

• Introduction should contain about half of your references
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Background

Describe the research tools (typically learned in some course) 

that you use in the thesis

For instance

• Swarm intelligence

• Game theory

• Control theory

• …
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Method and implementation

• Describe your simulator

– Framework, your own or some existing package (justify)

– Implementation of the applied models

• Describe the environment

– Real or virtual

– Initial conditions?
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Simulation experiments and results

• Simulations produce artificial data

• Evaluate results to guide the direction of new simulations

• Good statistical analysis

• Good presentations of results, like graphs and tables

• Most importantly!

Does the presentation of the results deliver on the

promises of the title?
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Physical experiment validation

• Simulations produce

– Verification of concept

– Promising test hypothesis

• Is it possible to validate simulation results in real physical

experiments?

– Good science include empirical validation!

• But this is very much work… for a master thesis?
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Discussion

How does your results compare to the research

goals/questions in the introduction?

For instance

• What kind of simplifications did you have to do?

• Are there some things you had to leave out?

• In what way are your results important for the broader

research field?

• …
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Conclusion and future work

Short summary of your most important discoveries and results

• Point to future research possibilities

• But perhaps you should be a bit cautious about revealing 

new ideas you want to pursuit yourself?
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Supervisor’s role

• Help out in pointing out direction in start of master

• Discuss methods and results during the work

• Help out making the thesis a complete story

Goal: «få innholdet til å skinne og form til å forsvinne!»
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